Multi-material decomposition of spectral CT images via Fully Convolutional DenseNets.
Spectral computed tomography (CT) has the capability to resolve the energy levels of incident photons, which has the potential to distinguish different material compositions. Although material decomposition methods based on x-ray attenuation characteristics have good performance in dual-energy CT imaging, there are some limitations in terms of image contrast and noise levels. This study focused on multi-material decomposition of spectral CT images based on a deep learning approach. To classify and quantify different materials, we proposed a multi-material decomposition method via the improved Fully Convolutional DenseNets (FC-DenseNets). A mouse specimen was first scanned by spectral CT system based on a photon-counting detector with different energy ranges. We then constructed a training set from the reconstructed CT images for deep learning to decompose different materials. Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed multi-material decomposition method could more effectively identify bone, lung and soft tissue than the basis material decomposition based on post-reconstruction space in high noise levels. The new proposed approach yielded good performance on spectral CT material decomposition, which could establish guidelines for multi-material decomposition approaches based on the deep learning algorithm.